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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
In recent past, the world has been accelerating at an unprecedented pace. Technological 
advancements indigitization and new technologies such as staking, DEX, artificial intelligence, 
blockchain, Web3, virtual reality, and the metaverse are shaping a new world, rich with new 
opportunities and business models that are disrupting the archaic centralized economy

and financial service industry. These new technologies have demonstrated the potential to 
replace the centralized financial institutions as we know today. They offer a system that is fair, 
democratized, and one that applies the same, or even a greater, level of integrity currently being 
endorsed by mainstream financial corporations.
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1. Disclaimer
This whitepaper lays out the motivation, philosophy, tokenomics, technological approach, and 

roadmap for PROLabs Eco-system and blockchain.

As a technical whitepaper, its purpose is to provide a comprehensive introduction about Pyramid-

PRO (PPRO) and SmartChainPRO (SPRO). It does not intend to, or attempt to, define the current 

status of the technology as described. Nor does it provide an assurance of the successful outcome 

of the development plan described.

Under so far permissible law, PROLabs rejects that this whitepaper by any binding agreement 

between the paper's producers and its consumers.

PROLabs is not responsible for any losses or damages that occur because of any act undertaken by 

any individual, Company or group as a result of consuming the contents of this whitepaper.

PROLabs reserves the right to modify and update this whitepaper in the light of better information, 

improvements in technology and development, or shifts in the economy.
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2. Market Overview
2.1. Cryptocurrency, ICO,IDO and Token Market are Growing Rapidly

The global cryptocurrency market size was valued at $1.49 billion in 2020, and is projected to reach 

$4.94 billion by 2030, growing at a CAGR at 12.8% from 2021 to 2030. There are more than 19,000 

cryptocurrencies in existence and dozens of budding blockchain platforms that exist. A blockchain 

platform, such as Ethereum, is the underlying technology that many of these different cryptocur-

rencies are built opon.

2.2. Liquidity Pooling

More specifically, the TVL, or total value locked up in the liquidity pool, has reached approximately 

100 billion USD. Nevertheless, these amounts are a tiny fraction of the global financial service 

industry, whose value is estimated to be north of 20 trillion USD. The growth potential in DeFi in 

the long term is comparable to the value of Amazon and Google in the late nineties. Multiple DeFi 

solutions beat the market's volatility, as they persistently provide significantly higher returns than 

leaving the funds sitting in the retail banks’ accounts that pay around 0.25% APY.

2.3. NFT Market

It has been estimated that the NFT market was valued somewhere between 16 and 40 billion USD. 

In 2021 alone, the NFT market experienced tremendous exponential growth, calculated at more 

than 210 times the value of 2020. Every week more than 15 million USD of NFTs are being sold. On 

average, NFT prices are below 200 USD, but specific, very successful collections are traded daily for.

The concept behind NFT was created in 2014, but only since last year has the broad population 

started to started to realize its real value as digital proof of ownership of assets. It is not a secret 

that NFTs are being investigated by many large corporations and beginning to be incorporated into 

their business models and operations.
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3. PROLabs Vision and GOAL
Blockchain and decentralized systems are constantly disrupting the traditional way of doing busi-

ness. Blockchain has found a way to improve current business models and created countless ways 

to utilize these spaces.

VISION

GOAL
Our goal is to create a 
system of value for all the 
members of our 
community and the 
holders of PPRO Token 
and SPRO Coins, with 
utilities that continuously 
add value to our 
ecosystem and disrupt the 
crypto space in a very 
positive way. PyramidPRO 
Exchange´s primary goal is 
to have 100,000 affiliate 
members and 1 million 
exchange users.

PERSONILISEDDYNAMIC AUTHENTICINTERACTIVE

PROLabs aim to establish an entire 
ecosystem of platforms and usher the 
users to explore new avenues of 
investing their money.

PyramidPRO also render each user
the option to become internal
shareholder, and share up to 80%
of the revenue. Our Vision is also
to create a household name appealing 
to the masses.
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CHAPTER 2

TECHNICAL OVERVIEW
The PROLabs Eco-System and blockchain implement the SmartPRO chain. This applies
protocol against scalability and regularity issues and, at the same time, improves the
processing speed and time.
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4. PROLabs Protocol
4.1. Governance protocol

PROLabs is a community share-based company, which means shareholders will be able to

participate in the judicial process of making decisions in the ECO-System. This includes all modifications 

on contract specifications; add/drop features and functions; and even corporate decisions such as the

supporting hard forks of tokens or Blockchain. Every shareholder has the equal rights. However, users

with more shares, will have a bigger influence on the decision-making process. The voting will happen on 

a decentralised application.

4.2. Security protocol

Security is of paramount importance to PROLabs. We implement a mix of custodial and noncustodial

wallet solutions, depending on service offerings. When custody is required for specific services, we will 

leverage an industry-grade security solution that employs the strongest encryption technology available, 

to prevent the possibility of malicious attacks. Nonetheless, token purchasers will be able to use non-cus-

todial solutions to hold tokens given to them in order to provide them complete control over their digital 

assets. Given our emphasis on security, we will primarily focus on offering non-custodial services for 

initial staking through Delegated Proof of Stake (DPoS) tokens. By doing this, we will be able to mitigate 

security risks substantially as we will not directly handle digital assets. Tokens that are offered as Proof of 

Stake (PoS) will be maintained through industry-leading security protocols and smart contracts.

 

2 Factor
Authentication

End-to-End
Encryption

DDoS
Migration

SSL
Encryption

HTTPS
Authentication

Data Management
and Encryption

Highly secure
multi- crypto wallet

Audit
reports

Multisignature
Vault

Escrow
Management

CSRF
Protection
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5. C-DEX
 

WHAT IS C-DEX
C-DEX stands for Centralized platform with Decentralized applications

TECHNICAL ARTCHITECTURE
We use the Centralized part of ExChainPRO to secure an extra layer of security, as
login, unstake function, access the trading, IDO/IEO LaunchPAD, Airdrops, and KYC.
After the user logs in to the Centralized part of ExChainPRO dashboard, the users then
have the option to connect their crypto wallet and gain access to the Decentralized
part of ExChainPRO, meaning the users will be allowed to trade, convert, and much
more, directly on the Blockchain between other users with their own private crypto
wallet, 100% controlled by smart contracts on the Blockchain. In other words, the 
users' Money stays in their own private wallet, which they control.
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6. Products and
applications overview
The PROLabs ECO-System will offer a complete pool of dApps, products and serviceses.

Affiliate system
PROLabs allow users to buy internal 

shares in the company where 
affiliate on a weekly basic share up 
to 80% revenue from the company.
User also gets their own referral link 
and can build up a business income 
based on activity fees and commis-

sion.

 A DEX enables the efficient 
exchange of multiple crypto asset 
pairs with minimal KYC require-

ments. The trading pairs will cover 
the major stable coins like USDT, 

BUSD and the native PPRO coin/to-
ken. The transaction fee will be as 

low as 0.25% per transaction.

DEX CEX light
A CEX enables the efficient exchange 

of multiple crypto asset pairs with 
KYC requirements. The trading pairs 
will cover the major stable coins like 

USDT, BUSD, USDC and the native 
PPRO coin/token. The transaction 

fee will be as low as 0.25% per 
transaction.

Staking
PROLabs allow users to buy internal 

shares in the company where affiliate 
on a weekly basic share up to 80% 

revenue from the company.
User also gets their own referral link 
and can build up a business income 

based on activity fees and commission.

A NFT Marketplace is a gateway for users 
to mint, P2P trade, explore, and 

exchange NFTs. These NFTs can be in the 
form of digital identity ownership of 

digital art pieces, such as paintings, 3D 
video graphics, collectible items, 

metaverse avatars, and digital audio files.

NFT Marketplace IDO/IEO LaunchPAD
An IDO/IEO LaunchPad is a system to 

let users participate in the initial 
crowdfunding fundraising steps to 

raise digital capital and liquidity for a 
new blockchain project with a 

dedicated utility token that is not yet 
listed on the open market.

Boosters are financial instruments leveraged 
by SmartChain PRO  users to stake their NFTs 

for a sustained period of time. In return 
they'd get a predefined percentage of 

returns on their investments.

Boosters
The users stand to get rewarded for spend-
ing their SPROs. The rewards will be granted 

in terms of the ShopPRO tokens. Users 
would be able to exchange these ShopPRO 
tokens for exclusive coupons and redeem 

them coupons with the respective issuers of 
the coupons.

Rewards
Escrows are Smart Contracts meant to 

act as an unbiased  custodian that  would 
receive and disburse money, NFTs and/or 
NFT Boosters, to the buyer and sellers of 
the instruments, with the disbursement 
dependent on conditions agreed to, by 

both, the buyers as well the sellers. 

Escrow
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7. Eco-System overview and partners
Eco-system

Partners
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8. Tokenomics
Building an open and deflationary tokenomics design is an essential component of building market and 

users’ confidence. This is the strategy that the PROLabs is committed to.

A robust ecosystem built on solid tokenomics has several virtuous characteristics:

This section presents PROLab's tokenomics to provide full visibility over how utility Token and SPRcoin 

flow within the ecosystem. It details how the ecosystem responds to inflationary pressures and incen-

tivizes stability and growth of the ecosystem.

The PROLabs Eco-system supports 3 token and 1 coin
1. SPRO (Used to pay Blockchain fee)

2. PPRO (Used for the affiliate Liquidity pool)

3. LPRO (Used for decentralized LP)

4. EPRO (ShopPRO Rewards Tokens are used in the discount eCommerce portal)

The utility Token and coin is integral to the ecosystem's function.

The ecosystem protects itself from inflation (limited supply only)

The coins/token is easy to transfer wallet to wallet without any central control.

The coin/token has multiple utilities; e.g., track value when staked or held, can be used for fees, etc.

Full transparency over coin/token functionalit.

We use POS (Proof of Stake) to mine coins on the SPRO blockchain giving low energy cost saving.
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8.1 PPRO Token Allocation

   14 

 PPRO Token Allocation 8.1.

 

 

 

TOKEN CONTRACT 0XD03E07C662FEB2182473D6A77D924173806D7CB3 

Token mainnet Binance Smart Chain (BEP20) 

Max supply 100.000.000 PPRO 

Locked for Staking 56.300.000 PPRO 

Smart Contract Decentralized 

Withdrawal fee 5% 

Audit Report Yes – Verified by CoinSult 

Team 
4% 

Advisors 
4% 

Crisis Donations 
10% 

Circulating 
6% 

Reserve 
4% 

EcoSystem Update 
10% 

Token Sale 
5% 

Airdrop 
0.70% 

Staking 
56.30% 

Token Economy 
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8.2 SPRO Tokens Allocation

 

TOTAL SUPPLY

Type

Locked in Staking

Client benefits (return airdrop)

Liquidity

Development Grants

Airdrop

Team Advisors

800,000,000.00

50,000,000.00

50,000,000.00

50,000,000.00

30,000,000.00

20,000,000.00

80%

5%

5%

5%

3%

2%

Tokens Percentage

1,000,000,000.00

Locked in
Staking (80%)

Client
Benefits (5%)

Liquidity
(5%)

Development
Grants (5%)

Airdrops
(3%)

Team
Advisors (2%)

Locked in Staking

Client benefits (return airdrop)

Liquidity

Development Grants

Airdrop

Team Advisors
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CHAPTER 3

CHALLENGES AND CORE ISSUES
Blockchain, NFT, Metaverse, Crypto wallet and much more, is for many new users a
complete jungle with new words and terms. Blockchain's biggest USP is to create 
“Trust” between users that may have no pre-existing relationship or point of contact. In 
fact, the need for trust by enforcing honesty in the system will in the future remove 
any centralized authority.
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9. Blockchain Challenges
The utility of blockchain has been restrained by real-world challenges such as transaction speed.

Consider that, when a customer purchases with a Visa card, Visa is the only entity that needs to

create a permanent record of this to enable the initial transaction. Contrastingly, blockchain 

provides a "distributed ledger," i.e., a permanent record that is widely shared.

The upside to distributed ledger technology (DLT) is that it provides "inclusive accountability." 

While Visa’s transactions are managed by the central authority that is Visa; a blockchain enables 

anyone with the technology and an internet connection to ensure the system’s integrity.

The downside is that this decentralisation consumes time. Early-generation blockchains such as

Bitcoin can process around five transactions per second, whereas Visa can achieve more than 1,500 

transactions per second.

SmartChainPRO aims to resolve the aforementioned issues by furnishing a Blockchain powered

platform that is secure, promises high transaction throughput, and ensures the inclusion of the

community as a whole.
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10. Core Issues

PAYMENT INFORMATION AND PHISHING 

 

EXCHANGE AND IDO ACTIVITY 

 

 

AFFILIATE AND NETWORKING 

 
 

 

NEW USER UNDERSTANDING FOR THE INDUSTRY

We’ll start with common problems such as plain old theft. Presuming that you’re 
transferring money to a friend. You copy his wallet address accurately, but malware
manipulate the address in the clipboard with another one. Not every user is vigilant and 
double checks an address after copying it. More so, if the address is a long jumble of 
characters.

One of the biggest problem with most exchangers is that they are built in html, which is 
very slow to update the transactions. A slow transaction gives a very bad user experi-
ence. Many exchangers also use FAKE Bots to generate FAKE trades and give the user the 
experience of heavy activity on the trading and the also on the IDO launchPAD.

The biggest problem with affiliate and networking also called MLM is trust and transpar-
ency within the industry. The industry has seen a lot of project coming and going over 
the past year.

The whole crypto space is still in it's buds; this is why the government
advocation plans for the common users are far and few between. Many users simply 
jump in without proper due diligence and end up burning their hard earned savings. We 
encounter users on a daily basis,  asking us What is Blockchain, What is crypto, What is a 
wallet, What is Bitcoin, Who owns bitcoin and many more questions...



The PROLabs ECO-System will offer a complete pool of dApps, products and serviceses.

PROLabs
 

 
 

One platform with the cluster of sophisticated
dApps. PROLabs aims to mitigate challenges
like scalability, transaction processing speed, 
and security with its robust architecture.
       
All members are required to register
and complete their KYC before getting 
unhindered access to all of PROLabs’ dApps.

PROLabs members will be able to earn rewards
from staking, farming, LaunchPAD and trading,
each member can without any requirement
join the affiliate marketing plan, and earn
passive income from the internal share-based
system. 
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11. The Solution

Security and KYC

Education

Affiliate and Internal shares

C-DEX, IDO/IEO and BOT

SWAP, P2P and Liquidity pools

Community and Transparentcy

Credit card Payment

NFTPRO Marketplace 

NFT Staking Boosters 

ESCROW PRO  

Free Blockchain proposition 

ShopPRO Tokens 
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12. Security and KYC
12.1. AML / KYC

We are here to protect our Users from fraudulent and scam activities in the crypto assets sphere. It 

is possible, that certain crypto assets are used for scam or any other criminal activity, as defined by 

law. In order to prevent this, it is necessary to take measures to ensure customer verification and 

security of financial transactions. One of the best measures is AML/KYC procedure, which allows us 

to confirm, that you are a law- abiding individual or corporation.

Both international and local regulations require PROLabs to implement effective internal proce-

dures and mechanisms to prevent money laundering, terrorist financing, drug and human traffick-

ing, the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, corruption and bribery and to take action in 

case of any form of suspicious activity from its Users.

We Monitoring Transactions and Risk Assessment in line with the international requirements and 

government to secure a future platform for our users and the regulations.

12.2. Account security

Users can create their own account, and activate multiple security settings to secure their account.

We are using Google authenticator, security pin, whitelist withdrawal, email OTP, SMS confirmation, 

and much more.

  

. 

 

Easy sign up process with Security and KYC  

Free Register Confirm email and set 

password and google 

authentigator.

Do your KYC. You now have full access 

to the exchange and 

other applications. 



13. ACADEMY/EDUCATION
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24%
 

 

9%
However, 9% of those who own 
or have owned cryptocurrency 
said they don’t understand how 
it works at all. 

Educate your 
self within the 
crypto space 
with our 
Academy
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From amongst the respondents of those 
who own or have a crypto wallet, only 
24% claimed to understand the 
functionalities
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14. Affiliate and Internal shares
The affiliate part of PyramidPRO White Label system is a very important part of the concept, the 

White Label system helps PROLabs to grow.

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AFFILIATE MEMBERS

FINALIZED 

ACTION  

DECENTRALIZED VOTING  

COMPANY

Internal shareholders

GOVERNANCE 

PROLabs “can” put 
important decisions for 
voting, like IDO 
LaunchPAD Concepts, 
change on website, 
change in terms etc. 

PRODUCTS  

PROLabs White label 
has a lot of products and 
services where different 
commission are offered to 
the Affiliate community. 

 
PROLabs is also giving 
up to 80% of the revenue 
to active Shareholders. 

GLOBAL AND COUNTRY AMBASSADORS  

Security and KYC

Education

Affiliate and Internal shares

C-DEX, IDO/IEO and BOT

SWAP, P2P and Liquidity pools

Community and Transparentcy

Credit card Payment

 

NFTPRO Marketplace

 

NFT Staking Boosters

 

ESCROW PRO

 

Free Blockchain proposition

 

ShopPRO Tokens
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15. C-DEX, IDO and BOT

IDO/IEO LaunchPAD

On the C-Dex we have some Decentralized 

product and services, that users can 

connect to, we also offer BOT

Decentralized

Best Concepts

Fast Transactions

Always Listing

Fast Transaction

Passive trading

Trade with API

Crypto Trading
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16.  NFT PRO Marketplace

Components

Search with Advanced Options

Easy access to comprehensive 

information enhances customer 

satisfaction through swift and 

effortless searches.

User Account

Register with email, phone, or 

social network to sell/buy NFTs; 

disclose cryptocurrency account. 

Use decentralized wallet.

Ratings and reviews 

User rating system to gauge 

platform value. Scale from 1-10. 

Subscribers leave reviews. Option 

to cancel.

The use of filters

Filters facilitate easy navigation 

and aid in selecting collectibles 

NFTs based on type, payment, 

date, and status.

Promotions

Simple, eBay-like process specifies 

NFT details: download, title, price, 

description, tags, links, etc.

Promptness

A push notification system will 

notify users of new bids, status 

changes, new posts, lots for sale, 

or NFT platform upgrades in their 

favorite category or store.

Trading

NFTPRO marketplace requires bid 

validity date and status informa-

tion for buying and selling NFTs.

NFT Wallet

Wallet needed to transfer, 

receive, and store NFTs. Popular 

wallet integration, supporting NFT 

protocol like Metamask, Coin-

base.

Support

Support services help users locate 

information, resolve issues/con-

flicts. May include call center, 

email, chatbot. Vital for trading 

platforms.
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17. NFT Staking Boosters
NFT Holders who are willing to stake their NFTs on our platform, will be provided with the lucrative 

option to buy boosters.

 
What are Boosters?
Boosters can be considered as financial instruments, or a strategic investment tool, that when bought
allows long term investors to generate staggering returns.

There will be 2 types of boosters:
These tools will be limited in number. The X2 boosters will be limited to only 15,000 pieces, whereas the 
X3 boosters will be limited to 5,000 pieces.

 

These boosters will be priced lucratively at $2,000 per piece of the x2 variant and $3,000 for the x3 
variant.
 
Each wallet will be allowed to buy one and only one x2 booster and one and only one x3 booster, at any 
point in time.
 
At the time of purchase the users will be allowed to decide the lock-in period between 1,3,5 years and 
would have to pay the cost of their boosters, in installments, equally divided over the entirity of lock-in 
tenure.
 

Secondary Market:

When all the x2 and x3 booster get sold, the owners of these booster will be allowed to sell their respec-
tive boosters for the best price to any other user of the platform, who wishes to buy them.

During the trade of the boosters, the first owner will have to clear any pending dues, according to his 
installment wise payment plan.
 
The platform will receive 10% Royalty of the total transaction value when the boosters get resold by the 
first owner of the booster/seller of the booster.

 

$ 2000.00 $ 3000.00
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18. ESCROW PRO
In a bid to ensure smooth transfer of ownership of the boosters in the secondary market, we would 

be deploying a third party smart contract.

 

This smart contract will be called an Escrow smart contract. It will be coded with a set of instruc-

tions, that safeguard personal interests of the buyer of the booster as well as the seller.

 

The smart contract will enforce trustability, security and efficiently ensure hassle-free transfer of 

ownership from the seller to the buyer is carried out. At the same time, it ensure that the seller 

receives the selling amount agreed upon, for the respective boosters.

ESCROW PRO

NFTs
Boosters $

Seller Buyer
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19. Free Blockchain Proposition
We can onboard global corporations onto our platform, by leveraging GAS-FREE transactions to the  users 

on our platform.

To achieve this, we’ll be allowing users to transact on the SmartChainPRO as they usually would with any 

other blockchain. They would also continue to pay for the gas fees as they would on any other block-

chain.

The only catch point here is that when they are done with the transactions, we’d airdrop the amount of 

tokens they’d spent on paying gas fees.

 

We’d ensure this is introduced and capped to a limited period of 12 months from the launch of the 

platform.

 

This would provide the platform with the initial upthrust required to pull new users on the platform and 

explore it’s offerings.

 

SPRO SPRO
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20. ShopPRO Tokens
Whenever users perform a transaction, or pay the gas fees using SPRO tokens on the SmartChain-

PRO blockchain, they will be given back ShopPRO tokens as rewards.

 

The motive of this rewarding is to encourage users to actively use the platform, and it’s respective 

services.

 

The users will be able to use/redeem these tokens on the E-commerce platform to buy coupons 

from leading brands.

 

The purpose of giving back ShopPRO tokens is providing the users with added incentives to actively 

make transactions on the platform.

 

Burning:

ShopPRO tokens once exchanged for any coupons or offers, will be considered void of any value. So 

they’ll be burnt by the burning mechanism that will be implemented.
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21. SWAP, P2P and Liquidity pool
With ExChainPRO Exchange can you easy SWAP, Trade with other users 100% decentralized or 

centralized its all up to you. Most important is, its can be done with a few click.

 

SWAP

ExChainPRO Exchange is 
using decentralized swap to 
give the members an easy 
way to exchange tokens. 

P2P

With P2P (Peer to Peer) user 
can set up their own 
required price on the crypto 
they want to sell or buy. 

LIQUIDITY POOL

Companies with own tokens/coin need to add  enough liquidity for 
the requested token pairs. If users Providing liquidity to tokens they 
will get PPRO Tokens in reward. 
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22. Community and transparentcy
22.1. Community
We believe that PROLabs products and services, together with PyramidPRO's unique Affiliate 

White Label Label system, will create a solid base to support all kinds of distributed applications 

and ensure its users’ digital assets gain, and encourage the growth of the whole PROLabs ecosys-

tem. PROLabs holds that, by building a diverse ecosystem that provides multiple services to a wide 

community of users, it will create activity and build trust at a much higher rate than a single-ser-

vice player. How-ever, it is clear that a substantial part of successful brand building and community 

engagement is accommodating and delivering on the expectations of our community members. It 

is quintessential, to meet the needs of all the affiliates and stakeholders involved with the PROLabs 

Eco-System.

22.2. Transparentcy
It is quintessential for PROLabs founders that we remain as transparent as possible, to all

our members and affiliates.

You can find all you need on our website https://exchainpro.com in the footer section. Meet the 

team here: https://exchainpro.com/team

https://www.exchainpro.com/

https://www.exchainpro.com/team



 

23.1. Credit card Payment 

 

23.2. Virtual debit card 
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23. Credit card

https://www.exchainpro.com/

https://www.exchainpro.com/team

PROLabs is working together with some of the

biggest credit card providers on the market, allowing 

usto offer credit card and bank payment to

our KYC approved members.

PROLabs main goal is to provide the best and

easiest withdrawal options for our members. We 

therefore offer Virtual credit cards to our

members signing up for VIP subscription and complet-

ing KYC requirement.

23.3. Physical debit card
PROLabs main goal is to provide the best and easiest 

withdrawal options for our members, we

therefore offer Physical credit cards to our

members with the VIP subscription level and

have finished their KYC requirement.
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SPRO
Blockkchain

The IDO and Token Market are growing rapidly and therefore

PROLabs aims to be there to develop and find better ways for our

members to benefit from the crypto and blockchain tecknology.

COMING SOON
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CHAPTER 4

PROLabs COMPANY
Welcome to PROLabs team and company.
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24. The Company
PROLabs Main office are located in Dubai, at Meydan FREEzone
    Legal Name: PYRAMIDPRO L.L.C-FZ

    Company Type: Limited Liability Company

    Formation Number: 2201426

    Address: Business Center 1, M Floor, The Meydan Hotel, Nad Al Sheba, Dubai, U.A.E

    Issue Date: 14/04/2022

Our office goal in Dubai main is:
10 x support staff members in

1 x Global Ambassador

1 x Global Manager

The Main office in Dubai Primary job is to support members, crypto client meetings, development 

and support Country Ambassdors and support smaller offices around the globe.

https://www.exchainpro.com/

https://www.exchainpro.com/team
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25. How Company Works
PROLabs believe the golden key to success is transparentcy, happy members and clients.

PROLabs will join the major Crypto and affiliate events 
around the world to market the BRAND, and always be 
on lookout for new client and partner agreement there 
can benefit the company and the users.

Client

PROLabs want to meet their users and affiliate members, 
so members of PROLabs are always welcome to visit us 
at our office, events and EXPO.

Users

PROLabs will have regular Zoom meetings, Face to Face 
events, to motive and advocate our affiliate within 
PROLabs Eco-system and blockchain development.

Affiliate

Social media is an important part of PROLabs as it helps 
us grow our business.

Social Media
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26. Internal Shares
PROLabs has 2 kinds of non-refundable internal share, there is used to share up to 80% of the 

company revenue on a weekly basis.The shares are also used for the governance voting system.

26.1. Trade-Share Internal Share
Affiliates are buying Internal shares from our so called “Trade-Share” packages from the affiliate 

site. Each Trade-share package placing 70% of the package value in PyramidPRO own Liquidity pool. 

Based on the daily trading fee volume from users on ExChainPRO Exchange, users getting daily 

rewards if users also STAKE PPRO token. (Notice this liquidity reward is an extra benefits giving by 

the company, as users buying internal shares and not trading)

26.2. Lotto Internal Share
KYC members can buy so called lotto Internal shares from exchainpro.com

Each share = $50 are also giving 1 free lotto coupon, where 30% are going to the Jackpot pool and 

will be drawn every month, the member can’t lose, if there is no lucky winner, the coupon contin-

ues to the next month.

https://www.exchainpro.com/

https://www.exchainpro.com/team
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27. Management Team
Meet Our Team

https://www.exchainpro.com/

https://www.exchainpro.com/team

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

CO-Founder and 
CEO 

Michael Olesen 

HR 
Global Manager 

Margie Petersen 

Legal Team 
Chief O�cer 

Ali 

Global 
Ambassador 

Coming Soon 

Accountant 
Chief O�cer 

Mary  

Social media 
Manager 

Peter Mortensen 

Blockchain 
Chief Operating O�cer 

Sukhchain Singh 

Founder and 
Global Chief Manager 

Michael Petersen  
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CHAPTER 5

ROADMAP
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28. Roadmap

   

 
  

Q3 2022 

� Phase 1 LIVE 

� Subscriptions 

� Online SHOP 

� Event Pins 

� Phase 2 LIVE 

� Listing on Exchange 

Q1 2022 

� Pre-Launch Affiliate. 

� Deploying Staking 

� Auditing PPRO Staking 

� Private sale 

� Office in Dubai 

� Crypto EXPO Dubai 

Q2 2022 

� Affiliate Public Launch 

� Planning for Phase 1 

� Limited Token Sale 

� Update Whitepaper 1.1 

� Update Academy 

� Phase 3 Planning 

 

Q4 2021 

� Technical investigation 

� Layout design Affiliate 

� Layout design Trading 

� Building team 

� Partners 

Q3 2021 

� Project planning Phase 
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Q4 2023 

RoadMap will be updated 

Q3 2023 

� PROLabs Debit card 

� MetaMask integration 

� NFT Marketplace 

� Bridge with 2 other 
network 

Q1 2023 

� Blockchain TestNET 

� Deploying SPRO Coin 

� Launch DEX on TestNET 

� SPRO Airdrop 

� Lotto Internal shares 

� IEO Launch 

� PPRO Sale 

� Liquidity pool start 

� Farming 

� Update whitepaper 1.2 

Q2 2023 

� Deployment of the 
blockchain MainNet 

� Validators start 

� PPRO Staking Reward 
SPRO Start 

� Launch DEX 

� Launch SWAP 

Q4 2022 

� Phase 3 LIVE 

� IDO/IEO development 

� CEX Development 

� Crypto Wallet 

� Crypto EXPO Dubai 

� Affiliate EXPO Thailand 

� Planing Blockchain design 
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29. Contact
PROLabs
PROLabs Eco-System is a community share-based that mean shareholders will be able to participate 

in the process of making decisions in the ECO-System. This includes all modifications on contract 

specifications; add/drop features and functions, and even corporate decisions such as the support-

ing of hard forks of tokens or Blockchain. Every shareholder has the same rights. However, users 

with more shares will have a bigger influence on the decision making.

Contacts
PyramidPRO

Business Center 1, M Floor, The Meydan Hotel, Nad Al Sheba, Dubai, U.A.E +44 582 6487 

support@pyramidpro.com

www.pyramidpro.com

support@pyramidpro.com
https://www.pyramidpro.net/



THANK YOU
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